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NEW QUESTION: 1
In the integration of Cisco Unity Connection using SIP, which
SIP trunk security profile option is required for MWI to work
correctly?
A. Accept presence subscription
B. Accept out-of-dialog refer
C. Accept unsolicited notification
D. Accept replaces header
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option D
B. Option C
C. Option A
D. Option B
Answer: B
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your current block storage option design includes two
dimensions: Markets and Regions. The Market dimension looks
like:

Users need to be able to report by both regions and markets.
Subtotals for Northeast and Southwest will display on some
reports.
A. Add an alternate hierarchy to the market dimension with the
states as shared members, rolling up to Northeast and Southwest
B. Create a Text list with the values containing the members
Northeast and Southwest.
C. Add another level to the market dimension for Northeast with
North and East as children and Southwest with West and South as
children
D. Create a UDA with members Northeast and Southwest
(associated to states in the Market dimension)
E. Create an attribute dimension with members Northeast and
Southwest (associated to states in the Market dimension)
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Essbase supports this concept called UDA's wherein one can
assign the same attribute to multiple dimension members so that
one can do cross dimensional attribute analysis. For example,
if you take the default Sample-&gt; Basic database you would
notice that the Market Dimension members would have some UDA's
assigned to it like Major Market, Small Market etc.
Note: user-defined attributes (UDAs).
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